WHO WE ARE
BUMO is a family-owned company that
produces sustainable living cabins made of
natural materials with a highly qualified team
of specialists in various fields. With our longdistance motorhomes we set new standards in
sustainability, comfort, living atmosphere and
technical know-how. The natural BUMO living
box was created with great attention to detail
and from a desire to feel at home in a healthy
living atmosphere anywhere in the world.
With us, everything comes from one source.
From the first idea, the design, the construction
of the cabin as well as the interior fittings, right
up to the “wedding” with the vehicle, all
aspects of the creation take place in our
company.
Personal consultation is very important to us.
We offer different floor layouts and help you
with the choice of vehicle. Would you like to
realize your own ideas or do you bring an
existing vehicle with you? In this case you are
also very welcome.
We build the natural alternative to the classic
motorhome.

The idea
The idea for BUMO was born out of our own
desire to explore the world sustainably and
self-sufficiently in our own home. BUMO
combines the comfort of an apartment and the
flexibility of a travel cabin with the healthy
room climate of a log cabin. With our
individually planned and built cabin, the dream
of travelling in your own home with a unique
room atmosphere becomes reality. Of course, it
can also be used as a tiny home (without
vehicle).
The use of ecological materials and intelligent
concepts creates a sustainable, vehicleindependent living cabin that offers you a home
at all latitudes.
BUMO. Because the world is your home.

Natural
raw
materials

That is bUMO
HANDMADE IN THE NORTHERN BLACK
FOREST
BUMO is different, BUMO has character. The
difference between BUMO and conventional
long-distance motorhomes can be perceived
with all the senses from inside and outside. The
natural materials and renewable resources we
use in construction stand for what we love and
believe in.
BUMO is a sustainable living suitcase with an
aluminum or steel frame that provides safety
and stability. The first eye-catcher of the
natural living box is the larch wood facade. It
gives the vehicle its charming character and at
the same time has many technical advantages.
Of course, we also offer other materials such
as aluminum.
The natural insulation in the wall core and the
diffusion-open structure are responsible for
the healthy room atmosphere inside. The
atmosphere in BUMO is unique. Wall coverings
made of renewable raw materials and
intelligent room concepts provide a feel-good
atmosphere with which you can feel at home in
all latitudes.

THE NATURAL LIVING CABIN
as a sustainable alternative to the
classic motorhome
The pleasant room climate is our trademark.

_ stable aluminum or steel frame

Our sustainable approach is not only reflected
in the selection of raw materials. We offer
equipment for the BUMO to save resources
when you are on the move. From solar panels
and composting toilets to a complete selfsufficient package with rainwater treatment
and wood-burning stove, you will find many
ways to equip your BUMO to suit your needs.

_ diffusion-open wall construction

We would be happy to advise you in a personal
meeting and build your personal, natural living
or traveling box.
The charming long-distance
motorhome.

_ natural insulation
_ pleasant room climate
_ independent of vehicle
_ usable as a tiny house
_ many floor plan variants or
_ individually designable

Individual

The concept
BUMO IS AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE
No matter whether you roll across the road or
prefer to fight your way through the terrain,
BUMO is with you. We offer different cabin
sizes to suit your personal space requirements
and offer a wide range of equipment to
customize your BUMO to your needs. Choose
one of our well thought-out floor layout
options or make your own design. With a
vertical range of manufacture of almost 100 %,
we can also respond to special requests and
will find solutions for difficult tasks together.
We are flexible.
Our long-distance motorhomes are made to
feel at home even on longer trips. The room
concepts are clearly conceived and openly
designed. A well planned kitchen offers space
to cook comfortably. An inviting sitting area is
the perfect place to end the evening. In addition
to a comfortable sleeping area and plenty of
storage space, there is a shower room in every
BUMO. Do you want to add or leave something
out? No problem. Your BUMO should lack for
nothing to make you feel completely
comfortable.
BUMO is a faithful companion for your travels.
It takes you to the most beautiful places and
offers a home wherever you are.

the vehicle
BUMO is available in different sizes, so you can
find a suitable model for your vehicle. We build
independent of brands and with our specialists
in vehicle construction we will find the right
solution for your favourite vehicle. You already
have an existing vehicle on which you would
like to build a cabin? You need help in choosing
a new car? We will be happy to advise you.
Various types of intermediate frames with
interchangeable functions such as standard
twistlock and lifting hydraulics are
manufactured in-house, so that nothing stands
in the way of combining vehicle and cab.
A significant advantage of our living boxes is
that they are vehicle independent. In the same
weight class, the vehicle can be changed if
necessary, while the living box remains
unaffected.
Whether new or used vehicle, our BUMO cabin
feels comfortable everywhere.

OUR EQUIPMENT LINES

Base
Solid material concept with a basic equipment
to discover the world in a natural home.

The equipment
In order to facilitate the selection, we offer
different equipment lines. All options include
sustainable materials and guarantee a natural
indoor climate.
Choose our floor plan options with a suggested
equipment package or make flexible
adjustments. Of course, you are also free to put
together your own BUMO.

Self-sufficient
High quality natural materials with selfsufficiency package to be able to travel
independently long term.

Comfort
Travel comfortably and independently with fine
woods and exclusive equipment.

Individual
Put together your own material and equipment
and design your own BUMO.

FACADE

we care about
the nature

INSULATION

SUSTAINABLE EQUIPMENT (optional)

Rain collection system:
collect rainwater and filter it to utility water

Aluminium sheet:
stable, light and individually
designable

Wood wool:
good sound insulation and lowenergy production as well as
recycling without hesitation

Out of love for nature, the use of sustainable
raw materials is important to us in the
development of BUMO. Behind the material
concept lies genuine know-how coupled with
our demand for the best quality and the use of
primarily ecological materials.
We have consistently pursued our concept and
the result is not only visible but can be
experienced with all the senses.

INTERIOR

Swiss stone pine:
demonstrably lowers the heart
rate, antibacterial effect,
prevents fungus formation,
pleasant scent

Separate toilet:
save water without chemicals
Solar panels:
generate energy with the power of the sun
Wood stove:
sustainable heating and cooking
Induction stove:
resource-saving cooking
MANY OTHER NATURAL MATERIALS AND
EQUIPMENT ON REQUEST.

Larch:
a proven facade wood forms
the special character of the
BUMO

Sheep wool:
can absorb and release 33 % of
its own weight in liquid,
effectively purifies the air in the
room

Other types of wood such as birch, ash, pine, maple and
cherry are possible.

Oak:
robust surface and modern
look, popular furniture wood

Spruce:
light solid wood as a costeffective alternative

EQUIPMENT
LINES

turnkey
We will be happy to advise you and support you
in all areas in which you need our competent
assistance. Whether you choose one of our
well thought-out floor plans, or would like to
realize an individual design, we take care of the
detailed planning and implementation on your
preferred vehicle. From design, construction,
building to the wedding with the vehicle,
everything is done under one roof.
You can order your BUMO turnkey ready.
The BUMOs are lovingly handmade in our
workshop with its own metalworking and
carpentry shop. You are welcome to visit us
and watch your BUMO grow. You decide in
which phases of the creation you would like to
accompany your mobile home. BUMO is a heart
project, which is why we are happy to support
your participation during the development.

selfexpansion
EXAMPLE 1: EQUIPMENT "COMFORT"
NOMADE

We are open to screwdrivers and hobbyists and
have therefore developed a concept by offering
cabins in which you can build your own
equipment or furniture. It is up to you whether
you order a completely empty cabin and design
the interior independently or whether you
assemble a kit we have put together for you.
We will be happy to advise you and support you
in those areas in which you need our
competent assistance.

different

Floor
Plans
EXAMPLE 2: EQUIPMENT "COMFORT"
NOMADE

how to order
my bumo?

PETER BUCHNER

Nothing beats the spoken word and personal
contact. We look forward to your call or your email.

YOU CAN FIND
US HERE

Personal
Support

In den Waldäckern 41
75417 Mühlacker
Germany
BIRGIT DINKEL-BUCHNER

Visit us on:
BUMO.de

Phone: +49 (0)7041 . 81 62 00
Mobile: +49 (0)171 . 62 34 173

bumo.de

info@bumo.de
www.bumo.de

BUMO

